Abstract. The article deals with the causes for kinematic error of harmonic drives. The error was determined theoretically using a mathematical model of a drive accounting elastic interactions of the drive elements. The paper identifies the main cause for the inherent kinematic error of a harmonic drive featuring a cam wave generator: a variation in a flexible gear deformation at rolling of flexible bearing balls. It was established that the highest kinematic error of a drive is significantly lower than the first harmonic of a flexible gear generating error. There is obtained a cam displacement dependence of the highest kinematic error for VZP-80 drive.
Introduction
Harmonic drives (HD) are widely used in high-precision drive units. Flexible gear deformation allows for multizone, multiple and backlash-free gearing. Such gearing ensures a high kinematic accuracy of harmonic drives. The kinematic accuracy is subject to manufacturing errors and settings of various parts. Their contribution to kinematic error is determined by deformation of the main drive elements. Even in case with perfectly accurate manufacturing of parts harmonic drive has a kinematic error called inherent error [1] .
Development of drives featuring enhanced quality characteristics requires using the upto-date design and research methods. Development of improved mathematical models of kinematic error computation for various drives is an essential direction in improvement of performance standards of transmission gears. At design stage, such models will enable to select drive parameters and accuracy class of parts to achieve the required kinematic accuracy.
Problem statement
The existing methods [2] [3] [4] for theoretical calculation of kinematic error (KE) account for deformation of harmonic drive elements and multiple gearing approximately. Flexibility of various units are determined from formulas derived using computational and experimental techniques. At design stage, such approach does not allow predicting KE of harmonic drives to the required accuracy.
To predict kinematic error of a harmonic drive it is necessary to calculate elastic interaction between its elements. The mathematical model used herein accounts for: interaction between flank surfaces of teeth, interaction between flexible bearing outer ring (FBOR) and flexible gear, and interaction between balls and FBOR. A resolving system of equations is obtained by using Bubnov-Galerkin method. Nodal flexibilities of flank surfaces of teeth are calculated by the finite element method, nodal flexibilities of a flexible gear and flexible bearing outer ring are calculated by the orthogonal sweep method using the linear theory of shells. The resolving system of equations is solved to find link interaction forces, displacement of links as rigid bodies with relation to the case, turn angles of input and output links the values of which are used to calculate kinematic error of a harmonic drive. The calculation method is described in details in [6] .
This article purpose is to identify the main causes of kinematic error of harmonic drives and to evaluate the main components of HD KE using the mathematical model that accounts for flexible interaction between the drive elements.
Inherent kinematic error of a drive
There may be two causes for inherent kinematic error in a harmonic drive. The first cause is a flexible gear base circle deformation. The base circle deformation results in a pitch point displacement while gears are turning and, thus, in a variation in instant gear ratio causing kinematic error of a drive. The kinematic error component due to this cause is hereinafter denoted as F * .
The second cause for inherent kinematic error is a variation in a flexible gear deformation at rolling of flexible bearing balls with relation to the cam main axis. The IKE component due to this cause is hereinafter denoted as F * * .
Computational studies of IKE were conducted using the example of VZP-80 harmonic drive featuring a cam wave generator. When determining the first component of IKE, 
Influence of kinematic error of gears on kinematic error of a drive
Kinematic error of a gear has two components. The first component of kinematic error results from a gear mandrel displacement with relation to the gear reference axis. This error is taken into account when determining the cam setting errors. The second component of kinematic error of a flexible gear results from kinematic error of the gear cutting machine halving circuit. This KE component is measured by gearing error cr F as per GOST 9178-81 or by accumulative pitch error pr F . This section theoretically studies the influence of kinematic error of a flexible gear on kinematic error of a drive. Rigid gear is assumed to be perfect. The difference between the actual and nominal angular positions of a tooth is determined from the formula:
,
where , φ Increase in resistance C M is accompanied with increase in teeth deformation and backslashes between non-driving flanks in both areas of engagement. Therefore, at high loads, increase in the pr F error a flexible gear will not result in disengagement of all the teeth in one of the areas of engagement and teeth contact on non-driving flanks. Increase in interaction forces of teeth in one of the areas of engagement will be compensated by decrease of the same in the opposite area. That is why kinematic error of a drive is significantly lower than kinematic error of a flexible gear. 
Influence of a wave generator setting error on kinematic error of a drive
This section deals with the influence of a wave generator setting error on kinematic error of VZP-80. Errors of parts that influence on the generator setting can be divided into three groups. 1. Static errors. These errors cause a periodic component of kinematic error that varies at a circular frequency of a wave generator ω h .
2. Errors rotating together with a flexible gear. These errors cause a periodic component of kinematic error that varies at circular frequency ( )
3. Errors rotating at an angular velocity of a wave generator. These errors do not cause kinematic error.
HD gear ratio is quite high (u=100), so in order to facilitate the calculations we can assume that ( ) ω ω g h h ≈ . Then, all the errors that influence the cam setting with relation to the case can be summed up. Fig. 3 shows the h e cam displacement dependence of the highest kinematic error ior F ′ of VZP-80 for various torques C M . The figure shows that the dependence is non-linear. With increase in the cam displacement, at first, ior F ′ increases insignificantly, and then rises sharply. Such nature of the error variation is due to the fact that at high values of cam displacement h e all teeth of one of two half-waves disengage. 
